10.2 Release Upgrades – User Information

General availability – Sunday, July 25, 2010

1. Product Search – Users may notice a change in the items presented in search results. The goal is to return results that better match the user’s expectations and most closely relate to the terms entered in the product search fields.
   a. Types of searches most likely affected are part number searches, keyword searches, product size searches, and misspelled search entries.

2. Filter on multiple values in Product Search results – Users now have the ability to select multiple values for filters within the updated Filter Search box on the left side of the Product Search Results page. Users will notice an updated user interface around the Product Search filter functionality, and multiple values can be selected within the filters.

![Product Search Filters Example](image-url)
3. **Additional Product Search filter (By Manufacturer)** – Users can now filter their product search results by Manufacturer Name. This allows users to quickly find items from a specific Manufacturer.

4. **Change Supplier** is now an action available in the Available Actions/Options drop down box in a cart.
5. Users will not be able to add external notes and external attachments on orders that are distributed cXML (electronically). This change will affect all punchout orders and some hosted orders that use cXML distribution. Users will see a warning on such orders. **Note: Users will not be able to use Shipping Code 000000 on cXML orders.**

### External Notes and Attachments

![External Notes and Attachments](image)

6. **Automatic Return of Requisitions** - A requisition that fails Banner authorization will be returned to the user’s draft carts instead of auto-reject. The user can fix the error and re-submit the order.

   a. Example errors – zero dollar line items, zero dollar orders, orders greater than $10,000,000, mixing assets and non-assets accounts, terminated funds, mixing state funds with non-state funds
b. The user will receive an email stating the requisition has been returned and the reason for the return.

Re: REQUISITION RETURNED FOR REQUISITION# 413465 Cart Name: 2010-07-07 1quick 02 Prepared by: Lauril Quick

Dear Lauri Quick,

To modify the requisition go to the "Draft Carts", page using the URL below.


****

If you have any questions with regard to this requisition, please contact the approver who returned the requisition or your Selectsite Support Team.

Support Team Contact Information:

Thank you,
University of Illinois

The following note was attached to this requisition (usertest) during the workflow process: SYSTEM doesn't allow orders <=.01 or >$10M or Mixed Funds.